EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT

Media Activities of Press Information Bureau
A nationwide initiative launched by PIB for writing features/articles – on the theme of ‘Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat’ and getting them translated and published in various regional language newspapers in a short time.

Run for Unity organised in different states for EBSB.
Features/articles - highlighting elements of 'Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat', Ekta Diwas, National Unity and Run for Unity in National and regional media.

Apart from articles PIB has provided regular coverage to the various EBSB events.

An article each from the regional offices in the 17 paired states was exchanged and published in the regional newspaper of paired States.
Important Press releases issued by PIB for various Ministries on ‘Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat’ theme are as follows:

- Paryatan Parv 2019 from 2nd to 13th October, 2019 across the country with the objective to encourage Indians to visit various tourist destinations of the country and also to popularize the idea of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat.
- Union HRD Minister Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ inaugurates mega “KVS-Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Parv” at India Gate on 31st October 2019.
- Ministry of Tourism to open Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Quiz Contest on MyGov platform from 1st January 2020.
- Indian Railways offers 50% concession for Youth participating in the “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” programme 18-December-2019.
- DHARUV programme reflects the true spirit of EK Bharat Shreshth Bharat: HRD Minister
- 2nd Day of International Tourism Mart 2019 Focuses on Sustainable Tourism, Buyer Seller Interaction and ‘Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat’ initiative at Imphal, Manipur.
- Press releases on two day regional conference on Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat by DARPG at Jammu.
PIB Social Media Cell is providing extensive visibility to EBSB by posting pictures and videos on Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and Instagram.

- 52 tweets from PIB English twitter handle on the theme generated 1.68 million organic impressions.
- 37 Hindi tweets generated 130 K impression.
- 117 Facebook posts have received 221K views so far.
- Posts and stories on Instagram gathered 2.84 lakh reach.
Concerted campaign by PIB Social Media Cell on Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat program since 31st October, 2019 which is ongoing.

It encompasses publicity on Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and Instagram and

The cell is celebrating a State pair each month.

Campaign is weaved around various aspects of paired states like posts on culture, cuisine, attire, tourist spots, art forms, sports, festivals etc are posted.

Purpose is to exhaustively push out interesting information on paired states

Content format includes banners, promos, videos, gifs, infographics et all.

Focus will be in States of Madhya Pradesh, Nagaland and Manipur in the month of January, 2020.
THE POSTS HAVE GARNERED CONSIDERABLE TRACTION ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Twitter (English)
- Total Tweets: 19
- Total Impression: 5,03,355

https://twitter.com/PIB_India/status/1187653985185873922
https://twitter.com/PIB_India/status/1194899083707600897

Twitter (Hindi)
- Total Tweets: 17
- TOTAL IMPRESSIONS: 61,610

https://twitter.com/PIB_India/status/1187653985185873922
https://twitter.com/PIB_India/status/1194899083707600897

Total posts on fb were 80 which have had 162573 views so far.